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What is Read Write Inc?

It is a “structured and systematic approach 
to teaching literacy”



THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE!!!

 26 letters
 44 sounds 
 Complex alphabet - different sounds 

using different (or the same) letters in 
different words

 This makes it harder to learn because 
there are no rules!

Read Write Inc



 Each sound = one mouth movement

 A grapheme is a written symbol for a sound

 Graphemes can be made of 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 letters

 There is the same number of sounds in a word as 

graphemes

How many sounds / graphemes in the following words?

cat light

in crash

chat splash
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 The graphemes are split into 3 sets

 Set 1: single letter graphemes + sh, ch, th, qu, ng, 

nk

 Set 2: ay, ee, igh, ow, oo, oo, ar, or, air, ir, ou, oy

 Set 3: a-e, i-e, o-u, ea, u-e, ai, oa, ew, oi, ire, ear,  

er, aw, ow, ure, are, ur, tion, ious
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READING
grapheme     sound     spoken word 

SPELLING
spoken word     sound      grapheme

Now learn to speak like Fred!!
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Oral Fred Talk

 Say single syllable words at the end of sentences to children 

during the day to support children’s phonological awareness and 

sound blending ability (avoid plurals)

Fred Talk for Reading

 Read the words in Fred Talk. 

 Say the last sound gently.

Fred Talk for Spelling

 Spell the words using Fred Fingers

 Touch each finger as you say each sound

 Say the word  as you ‘loop’ your fingers

Read Write Inc
Fred Talk



Blending Reminders

 Blending is a very hard skill - it can take a 

looong time!

 Be softer on your final sound

 Show whole words once the child can blend 

orally and with speed sounds / magnetic 

letters etc.

Phonic Lessons for Children



 Child now knows Set 1 sounds - continue to practice 
daily!

 More important to build fluency and confidence in 
blending than moving to Set 2 sounds

 Blend effortlessly! Build blending words from 4 
letter 3 sound words to 4 letter 4 sound words etc. 
all within Set 1 sounds

 Start to teach A Ditty A Week!

 Once a child knows set 1 and 2 sounds any writing 
is phonetically legal (even if not spelt correctly)
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Storybooks
 Ditties, Green & Purple: apply 

and embed Set 1 
Introduce Set 2 at Green 
book 2 or 3

 Pink Book 6 – start to meet 
Set 2 sounds

 Yellow use Set 1&2 sounds.       
Introduce set 3 sounds

 Set 1,2&3 are found in Blue 
and Grey
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Reading Activities

 Random sounds on poster

 Read selection of green words from each 3 sections –
predict ‘failure’ words

 Read red and challenge (red words but not high frequency) 
words 

 Listen to introduction to book 

 Vocab Check-tailor to you group 

 Read the story 

 Re-read story and discuss the ‘questions to talk about’ 

 Complete the answers to the ‘read and write’ questions 
(after story) 

 Practice reading the speed words (at back of book) 

 Re-read the story with fluency and expression 

Storybook and Get Writing!



Storybook and Get Writing!
Writing Activities

 Play ‘Fred Rhythms’ 

 Play ‘Fred Fingers’ 

 Carry out a spelling check 

 Hold a sentence 

 Take a spelling test 

 Build a sentence 

 Edit for spelling/punctuation. Play search, check, 
report 

 Write a composition based on a picture strip 

 Write a guided composition based on a writing 
frame 



Ditty



Pink Books       Grey Books



Pink Books       Grey Books



Read Write Inc at Samuel Cody

 Most children at Samuel Cody have 
access to Read, Write Inc regardless of 
age at a level suitable for them.

 This is the first year in place. We are 
hoping to see marked improvements in 
progress in reading & writing year on 
year

 We also use Comprehension & Spelling 
Guides and resources for our more able 
readers



Read Write Inc at Samuel Cody

We are hoping parents will notice how:

 their child is now willing to share 
books at home

 their child is reading for meaning in 
real life situations i.e. shopping

 their child is willing to put pen to 
paper for the first time

 their child is writing recognisable 
words or  sentences


